
Trusted identity for customs, border management and law enforcement to

support mission-critical objectives

Help strengthen security by building a trusted identity
environment

Highlights

■ Build a trusted identity environ-

ment by establishing solid iden-

tities, using strong credentials

and reinforcing identity usage

■ Increase efficiencies and help

ensure the safety and security

of citizens and workers

■ Leverage a framework that

brings together a common and

comprehensive collection of

identity processes, workflows

and technology

■ Integrate identity management

into all physical and online

processes

Interactions between individuals and

governments have evolved with a

dependency on the integrity and

strength of identity credentials. Yet

recent events involving fraudulent dri-

ver’s licenses, Social Security cards and

travel documents have proven that the

trust assumed in the systems which

produce these credentials are not justi-

fied. Not surprisingly, individuals are

concerned with protecting their identi-

ties as citizens, employees and con-

sumers. The risks associated with

credential abuse are inhibiting organiza-

tions, including customs, border man-

agement and law enforcement, from

reaching consumers, employees and

constituents in new ways.

To address these concerns, countries

are passing legislation to address the

challenge of establishing more secure

identities, including the European Union

with their agreement to adopt biometric

identity cards by 2010. Across the

globe, there is a growing comfort 

with and use of biometrics between

governments—and between the public

and private sectors. These trends are

changing the nature of identity manage-

ment from discipline-specific and 

technology-driven to business-oriented,

collaborative and process-driven.

Identity: the state or fact of remaining

the same person under varying aspects

or conditions.
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For organizations managing land, sea

and air borders, the massive increase in

border crossings and the increased

level of threats call for stronger security,

processes and information-sharing

between border agencies, law enforce-

ment and customs authorities. As our

culture becomes more global, the need

for identities is even more present.

Today’s communities, which encom-

pass both the public and private 

sectors, are broad and complex, and

virtual identities are exchanged around

the world. In balancing a need for more

stringent security controls while keeping

countries “open for business,” border

control agencies must ensure the

secure identification of people crossing

borders, while maintaining an efficient

and cost-effective traffic flow. IBM is

helping organizations make this a 

reality.

Trust: reliance on the integrity, strength,

ability, surety, etc., of a person.

Build effective trusted identity systems

Traditionally, many different identity

technologies have been implemented,

often as stand-alone systems, but

these islands of information are inade-

quate to address the identity challenges

of today and the future. Customs, bor-

der management and law enforcement

organizations must develop systems

that enable collaboration between all

stakeholders while integrating the data

and processes of their organizations.

The interplay between identity

processes and technology, societal

boundaries and the business environ-

ment is stronger in identity systems

than in most other systems. To improve

trust in identity systems, organizations

must realize that human identification is

a universal and general-purpose busi-

ness function that crosses industry and

geographic boundaries. It requires:

● Maintaining a focus on the full life

cycle of identity from initial application

through transactional use.

● Establishing more robust and reliable

entity enrollment and establishment

mechanisms.
● Employing secure and capable identity

credentials.
● Using stronger identity authentication

and verification mechanisms.

Trusted identity systems collect and

verify identity information from prospec-

tive members, allowing you to establish

more trustworthy relationships that are

instantiated and supported by one or

more identity credentials issued in a

trusted environment and managed

throughout the life cycle of the relation-

ship. Establishing a trusted identity 

system enables you to increase efficien-

cies, reduce risk and add new, innova-

tive services. 

IBM has designed a framework to address trust in human identity systems, to help improve the
trustworthiness of identity systems, simplify their complexity and enable new and enhanced business
services.
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IBM, a market leader in traditional iden-

tity management, has designed a

framework to address trust in human

identity systems to help meet the iden-

tity management need of customs, bor-

der management and law enforcement

organizations. The IBM approach to

trusted identity aims to improve trust-

worthiness of identity systems, simplify-

ing their complexity and enabling new

and enhanced business services, 

helping you:

● Improve the trustworthiness of the

processes and technologies that make

up identity systems.
● Integrate the identity life cycle by pro-

viding middleware to manage and sim-

plify the life cycle of trusted identities.
● Unlock business value by enabling a

wide range of identity business process

re-engineering and innovation.

Use service oriented architecture (SOA) to

enhance trusted identity systems

Commercial innovation, especially SOA,

offers an accelerated route for customs,

border management and law enforce-

ment organizations to reap the benefits

of implementing a trusted identity solu-

tion. SOA is an approach to designing

and building information systems that

deconstructs applications into separate

“services” that are then made available

to users as needed.

Because the services are independent

of the computing platforms on which

they run, they can be consumed inde-

pendently or linked in different ways to

perform a simple or complex function.

SOA’s inherent flexibility enables organi-

zations to easily connect or add new

services to meet evolving operational

needs. SOA uses services to connect

identity information “silos” with open

architecture-based integration, 

providing access to a variety of legacy

systems without alteration. As a result,

SOA facilitates integration while leverag-

ing your existing investments.

Because the events that occur today

may dictate whom customs, border

management and law enforcement

organizations need to collaborate with

tomorrow, an architecture that supports

rapid integration and information shar-

ing with partners is essential. SOA,

which provides this flexible architecture,

is at the heart of the IBM trusted 

identity approach.

IBM can help:

Establish more solid identities

Your relationship with constituents

begins the second they initiate an iden-

tity with your agency. The IBM strategy

is to begin building an environment of

trust by incorporating stronger identity

establishment and confirmation mecha-

nisms, so identities can be more highly

assured.

Use stronger credentials

The pitfalls of having weak password

technology are well known. By leverag-

ing stronger identity credentials that are

tamper-resistant and harder to copy or

forge, and management capabilities

that promote greater levels of privacy,

transparency and user control, your

agency can combat this issue. The

framework designed through the

IBM trusted identity approach is

designed to help agencies select 

and manage the correct technology,

including biometric technology such 

as fingerprinting or iris scans, smart

card technology, and/or near field 

communications.

Reinforce identity usage

It is critical within a trusted identity envi-

ronment to know that citizens “are who

they say they are.” The IBM trusted

identity approach proposes to improve

trust in identity usage by applying more

robust authentication and verification

mechanisms to ensure that identities

are used properly across physical and

online processes, and to ensure identity

termination once the citizen’s relation-

ship with your agency has ended.



Leverage a comprehensive trusted identity

strategy

The time has come for customs, border

management and law enforcement

agencies to leverage a new framework

that brings together a common and

comprehensive collection of identity

processes, workflows and technology

that is shared by most identity systems.

By applying this strategy, you are better

able to increase efficiencies without

compromising security. For example,

you are better positioned to:

● Quickly verify and authorize identities

through more secure identity systems.
● Offer new online services to citizens.
● Replace paper and manual application

processes with a trusted transaction

from a quick biometric scan, smart card

or near field communication.
● Leverage partnerships with other 

agencies for value added services and

capabilities.
● Improve compliance posture with

stronger audit trails.
● Leverage automation in processes and

deploy workers in other mission-critical

areas.

Establishing a true trusted identity envi-

ronment better positions agencies to

generate confidence among citizens

and to strengthen their compliance

posture.

Work with the trusted identity experts

By strengthening each stage of the

identity life cycle, you are better able to

employ a secure, comprehensive

method of building a true trusted iden-

tity environment. With their full range of

consulting, design, implementation, and

management solutions, IBM is empow-

ering customs, border management

and law enforcement agencies to

unlock business opportunities and bet-

ter serve their consumers, employees

and constituents in safe and secure

ways.

For more information

To learn more about how to build

trusted identity into your organization,

please contact your IBM representative

or IBM Business Partner.
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